BAM High Tech
"World's Best Bassoon Case" another innovation from BAM and Miller Double Reed.
This case features BAM's patented process of laminating ABS, Airex Foam and Carbon
Fiber type of ABS into a 10 mm sandwich of ultimate protection from shock and
temperature. This "High Tech" material gives the case incredible strength and
lightness. As for size, setting next to the popular "Bonna" case, it is no longer, no taller
and no thicker than the Bonna ... only difference is the case is rectangular instead of
the narrowing shape of the Bonna!. It has easy opening combination lock latches for
extra security. It comes with a zippered accessory pouch inside, shoulder / back pack
straps with super secure carabineers, "memory foam" padding for superior comfort,
Bi-Molded ergonomic handle, low profile handle on the end, external music pocket &
accessory pouch (that are removable for even lighter weight and smaller profile).
Inside the bassoon is cradled in BAM's molded interior suspension system developed
for delicate string instruments. This memory foam suspension system suspends the
bassoon at the ends of the joints and conforms to the exact shape of each instrument
suspending the instrument so there is no pressure on any of the keys! All in all an
outstanding looking case with unparalleled protection! Every bassoonist should own this
case in order to protect their investment! The Color is called "Black Carbon".
Now Available in Leather - Black, Violet, Greige & Cognac.
Chocolate & Sky Blue special order.
26.77" L x 11.81" W x 4.92" H (68cm x 30cm x 12.5cm) 8.37 Lbs. (3.8 KG)

BAM Saint Germain Bassoon Case
Anti shock textured ABS shells covered with BAM Ballistic fabric, water
resistant, protective against abrasion and tear. 2 comfortable neoprene anti slip
backpack straps, Optional back pad cushion with music pouch available.
Male/female airtight seal under the zipper. Music pocket on front.
Inside the bassoon is cradled in BAM's molded interior suspension system
developed for delicate string instruments. This memory foam suspension system
suspends the bassoon at the ends of the joints and conforms to the exact shape
of each instrument suspending the instrument so there is no pressure on any of
the keys! A great backpack style case with unparalleled protection!
Now Available in Black, Blue & Grey.
26.77" L x 11.81" W x 4.92" H (68cm x 30cm x 12.5cm) 8.8 Lbs. (4 KG)
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